
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They were men with feelings and prejudices; they were men who, _______
himself, sinned and suffered, and were afraid.
1. like

I followed _______ fast _______ I could.2. as as

It seemed _______ though we had reached civilization.3. as

A short walk brought them to a huge four or five story wall, the _______ of
which Kirk had never seen.
4. like

His face was _______ stubborn _______ stone.5. as as

Presence of mind is a good thing, but absence of body is a great deal
better in a case _______ this, and we'd better light out of here at once, and
get out of the way before they run across our trail.

6.
like

I think they use bromide, or something _______ that.7. like

Rufus was no hero and there was no need to pretend to be, drowning by
himself _______ a rat in a bucket.
8.

like

It was more _______ a race for a prize than a juggle with death.9. like

Their supporters, in chaste awe at the marvel, could hardly shout: it was
more _______ a sob: a judgment had so manifestly defended the right.
10.

like

The 44 was stumbling along, trying, _______ a drunken man, to hang to
the rotten track.
11. like

I am sure she, _______ many others, is easily your victim-at croquet.12. like

The result is not so bad _______ you may think.13. as

The first thing I was aware of was the cold gray light falling on us from
high overhead, and a faint sickly odor, very faint but very penetrating, the
_______ of which I had never breathed before.

14.

like

I asked, _______ I scratched away.15. as
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It was more _______ a shrieking squeak-rusty hinge, you know, that sort
of thing.
16. like

Why did you look at me _______ that, Doctor?17. like

John asked, _______ he rang for the lift.18. as

It was _______ monstrous _______ his fate.19. as as

He could not see very well _______ he wrote.20. as
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